
AORTIC
DISSECTION

Up to 30% of patients
die before reaching the ER

47% to 85%
misdiagnosed cases

50% mortality

CINA-AD

Designed with a focus on patient management, CINA is a medical device that uses a suite of advanced algo-
ritms to accelerate and improve the therapeutic decision-making process. Fully automated and seamlessly 
integrated into the radiologist’s existing workflow, CINA helps healthcare professionals to detect and priori-
tize life-threatening pathologies from CT scan. 

Reduce error rate 
& misdiagnosis

Improve patient 
outcomes

Decrease time 
to treatment

AI powered Solution for Aortic Dissection
CE

Marked

FDA

Cleared

CINA-AD application was designed to identify acute Type A and B aortic dissection that requires urgent inter-
vention on Chest CT Angiography. This solution meets clinicians’ needs to flag and triage urgent AD cases by 
providing accurate and fast real-time alerts.

37’’ 
FOR TRIAGE*

*The time informed is based on application processing time. The overall time to deliver the information will depend on the vendor, hospital network, and 
ultimately equipment used.



CINA CHEST, medical images analysis software, is a medical device manufactured Avicenna.AI. This medical device is reserved for health 
professionals. This software has been designed and manufactured according to the EN ISO 13485 Quality Management System. Read 
the instructions in the notice carefully before any use. 
Instructions for Use are available on https://avicenna.ai/
Manufacturer: Avicenna.AI (France). 
Medical devices Class I following European Medical Device Directive 93/42/CEE. 
Medical devices Class II following the Code of Federal Regulations of the United States of America 21CFR on Medical Devices.

CINA must be performed in Chest CT Angiography and may fail to flag and communicate suspected 
positive findings for Aortic Dissection in the situations below: 

 ● Bad contrast filling: series displaying no visible 
contrast due to bad bolus timing during the series 
acquisition process

 ● Inadequate field of view

 ● Notable image noise

 ● Significant motions artifacts 

 ● Aortic dissection with non-circulating false lumen 
(complete thrombosis)

 ● Severe streak artifacts

CINA-AD detection capability was validated using data from 298 cases conducted across 44 US States.

The tested dataset contained a sufficient numbers of cases from important cohorts in terms of imaging acqui-
sitions, patient groups, and AD characteristics.

Three US board-certified expert neuroradiologists proceeded to the visual assessment of all datasets.

Robust Validation System

Extensive Training Process

The training of the CINA-AD algorithm has been elaborated with a wide range of data (image, qualities, scanner 
makes, protocols, AD types - type A and B, etc.). 

https://avicenna.ai

Avicenna.AI is leading the way to the next generation of healthcare with its 
medical diagnostic AI solutions focused on medical imaging and life-threate-
ning diseases. Designed around patient management, automatic and plug-
n-play, our applications provide solutions to global clinical challenges.

For further information, please contact us: contact@avicenna.ai


